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FOR THE INTERACTIVE PERSENTATION GO TO GENIALLY “ CRAZY   SHOES   ”
(it’s a presentation about the entire U2 & U3)

Activity 1
Metamorphosis of shoes
Pupils study how to transform their shoes’ version into another object.
Teacher shows some examples.
Viewing of short clips from the video “Abstract: The Art of Design” by Christoph Niemann.
Clips to view with English subtitles:

❖ 5:00-5:24→ transformation of an iron into another image
❖ 18:00-18:32 → what it means to engage in work and let something happen in the creative

process;
❖ 27:2 2-31:58 → how daily routines influence our life, the importance of living let be inspired

by art, sharing it and reinventing our habits - the "Sunday sketches"
❖ 36:40-37:47 → work without restrictions;
❖ 38:21-40:00 → work hard, without giving up;
❖ 42:11-42:55 →  the creation, this magical moment;
❖ 44:15-44:53→  the creation;
❖ 45:02-45:45 → let the images speak.

The video, which lasts 46:48, will be uploaded on the classroom platform, so students could
watch it at home.

https://view.genial.ly/605f2ab70138370d9e847866/presentation-crazy-shoes


Activity 2

The idea of this assignment is to start with one object and through a series of steps, change

it (morph it) into another object.  

For example:
 A hammer can turn into a tree (DO NOT USE THIS EXAMPLE) 

You will need to find two pictures: 
One will be your starting image and the other will be your ending image.  You will draw 2 or
3 morphing steps, with a final amount of 4-5 drawings.  

Provide DETAILS in each of your drawings and show VALUE.  You will be using pencil and 
pen/ink or watercolor as a medium to provide details.  

Be creative and think outside the box.    

Step 1: Draw your starting object/image
Step 2: Begin to show transformation
Step 3 and Step 4: Continue to show transformation, getting closer and closer to your final 
image
Step 5: Object is completely transformed into your final object/image. 

Ideas on how to transform:
-Draw it
-Simplify it into simple shapes
-Melt it
-Animate it
-Change it's scale and purpose



Metamorphosis with other shapes:

From a lamp to a terrifying snake 

racoon - car                      telephone - lizard                    dolphin - feather



Students can also choose to transform their shoes in another object. 




